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Abstract 
]Let (Xl, Y1 ),(X2, }12) ... . .  (X,, Y,) be a random sample from a bivariate distribution function F
which is in the domain of attraction of a bivariate xtreme value distribution function G. This 
G is characterized by the extreme value indices and its spectral measure or angular measure. 
The extreme value indices determine both the marginals and the spectral measure determines the 
dependence structure. In this paper, we construct an empirical measure, based on the sample, 
which is a consistent estimator of the spectral measure. We also show for positive xtreme value 
indices the asymptotic normality of the estimator under a suitable 2nd order strengthening of the 
bivariate domain of attraction condition. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Dependence structure; Empirical process; Estimation; Functional central limit theorem; 
Multivariate xtremes; Vapnik~ervonenkis (VC) class 
I .  Introduction 
Unlike the univariate case, there is no natural and unique definition of extreme values 
and order statistics in higher dimensions. But the following definition of partial maxima 
is very useful for practical purposes: 
V(xi, ~):= x,, 11/ . 
i=1 i=1 
A bivariate distribution function G is said to be an extreme value distribution func- 
tion if there exist a bivariate distribution function F and constants al(n), az(n)> 0 and 
bl(n),bz(n) C ~ such that, 
Fn(al (n)x + bffn), a2(n)y ÷ b2(n) )~ G(x, y)  (1.1) 
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as n ~ c~ for all continuity points (x, y)  c ~2 of G. If  (1.1) holds we say that F E ~(G) .  
I f  {(X/, Y/); i=  1,2 . . . . .  n} are i.i.d, random vectors from F then (1.1) is equivalent o 
lim P Xi~aa(n)x +bl(n), E.<..az(n)y+b2(n) =G(x,y). 
n-----~ oo I_i=1 i=1 
We always assume that the one-dimensional marginals of G are non-degenerate and 
we choose our constants aj(n),bj(n); j = 1,2, so that for some 7j E N, 
G(x, ec) = exp{- (1  + 7lx) -l/~' }, 
G(c~, y) = exp{- (1  + 72y) -1/72 } 
whenever 1 +7 lX>0 and 1 ÷ 72y>0.  Before proceeding further we want to make the 
following conventions: throughout his paper by convention, 
exp(x) if r /=0,  
(5+r lx )  ~/~-- 0 if q>0 and l+r /x~<0,  
c~ if q<0 and l + qx<~O. 
Note that according to this convention (1 + t/x)l/n E [0 ,~] .  We also set for x>0,  
(xn - 1 f i t /= log x, if t /= 0. Furthermore ~/a  = e~ and O/a = 0 for all a E [0, cx~]. 
St is known that, G satisfying (5.1) is a max-stable distribution function, i.e., for 
all n~> 1, there exists constants ~l(n) ,~2(n)>0,  /ga(n),/~2(n)E ~ such that, 
G"(6l(n)x ÷ [~l(n),~2(n)y + [~2(n)) = G(x, y) 
(see de Haan and Resnick, 1977). A max-stable distribution in ~2 is called a simple 
extreme value distribution if each marginal is equal to the extreme value distribu- 
tion function ~01(x)=exp( -1 /x )z (x>O)  where Z(') stands for the indicator function. 
We denote G((x ~ - 1)/71,(y ~2 - 1)/72 ) by Go(x,y). Note that Go is a simple extreme 
value distribution function. Hence (see de Haan and Resnick, 1977), there is a measure 
v concentrating on [0, e~]2\((0,0)} such that, 
(i) v is a finite measure on compact subsets of [0, oc]2\{(0,0)}, 
(ii) Go(x,y)=exp{-v({(O,x] × (0, y]}C)}. 
Moreover 
sv(sB) = v(B); vB ~ ~([0, ~]2\{0, 0}) 
for s > 0. This measure v is called the exponent measure of the distribution Go. 
Let T :  [0, co]z\{(0, 0)} ~ (0, c~] x [0, n/2] be the transformation such that 
T(x,y)=(r ,  co) with r=xV y, o2= arctan(y/x). (5.2) 
Now from here we can show that, Go is a simple stable distribution function with 
exponent measure v tff there exists a finite measure ~b on [0, re/2] such that 
vo T - l (d r ,  do)=r -edr  • ¢b(dco) (1.3) 
and 
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[ [ 
q~([0, x/4]) + / cot o)~(dw) = 1 = / tan wq~(dco) + 4)((x/4, r~/21). 
/4, ~/2] d[0, 7z/4] 
(1.4) 
The measure qo is called the spectral measure or angular measure of the distribution 
Go. We can express Go in terms of the spectral measure q) in the following way: 
- log Go(x, y) = Z{X >>. y}).~(x, y) + X{x < y}J~2(x, y)  ( 1.5 ) 
,~1 (X, y)  1 farctan(y/x) l in /2  
= ~(doJ) + - ( 1 A tan (~))@(d(~)) 
x do Y darctan(y/x 
and 
l farctan(y/x) l 
(1 A cot ¢~o)qO(dco) + - 4)(d(o). 
22(x,y)  = X J0 V arctan(y/~) 
Thus G is determined by the extreme value indices ,'t,72 and spectral measure 49. 
Now, (1.1) is equivalent o the following: 
nlirn n(1 - F(al(n)x + bl(n),a2(n)y + b2(n))) = - log G(x, y) 
for all continuity points of G such that G(x, y)>0.  
We can replace n by a continuous variable t>0,  so that (1.6) becomes. 
lira t(1 F(a l ( t )X+bl ( t ) ,a2( t )y+b2( t ) ) )=- logG(x ,y ) .  
I ----+ ~C 
Or in other words, 
lim tp (X l  - bl(t) Yl - b2(t) >y)  
'~ '~ al(t)  >x, or, a2(t) 
Therefore, 
- log G(x, y). 
[ Y t'l ) 
r~o~. al(t)  J >x, or, 1 + )'2 a2(t) J >Y 
(i.6) 
G(x~', _ I y'~'2 _ 1) 
log - , - -  - logGo(x,y)=v({[O,x]  x [0, y]} ~) 
\ 71 ?2 
for all (x ,y)E  R 2. Thus we have that (1.1) is equivalent o the vague convergence of 
measures on [0,0c]2\{(0,0)}, i.e., 
lim tp(([l+71Xl zbl(t)ll"7' [ Yl~b2(t)ll"72 ) ) 
1 +72 E.  - -v(-) .  (1.7) 
t~ec a l ( t )  J ' a2(t) J 
Now let us consider a subsequence k=k(n)  with O<k<~n such that as n- - ,~c,  
k -~ oc and k/n ~ 0. We denote for all i = l, 2 . . . . .  n, 
Xi ( t ) := [1 +~/I X / -b l ( t ) ]  l / 'y,  ~ ' ( t ) := [l +5'2 a:(t) ] 
Yi - b2(t)] 1/72 
al ( t )  J ' 
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So (1.7) gives us, 
lim ~P((~(n/k) ,  YI(n/k))EB)= v(B) 
as n---* oc, k---~oo and k/n---*O; VBEM([0, c~) 2) provided v(OB)=0. 
Combining (1.3) and (1.8) we get that for all continuity points 0 E [0,re/2], 
nlirn kP((Xl(n/k), Yl(n/k)) E T -1{(1, c~) x [0, 0]}) 
=vo T-I{(1,c~) × [0,0]} = q~([O,O]) 
i.e., 
,,li~rnoo k P (k ) ,  Y1 (k ) )  :21 (k )  
= ~([o, o]). 
(1.8) 
[ ] 
@n/k) p 1, bA,~/k)-bs(n/k) 
aj(n/k ) aj(n/k )
as n---* oc, k---~cx~ and k/n---~O. 
Now we denote for i=  1,2,...,n 
P o, ~ ~ ~ (~.lO) 
Thus we have (1.9) equivalent to vague convergence of measures on [0,~/2], i.e., 
" 
= ¢(.). 
VYl (k )  >1, arctan(~l(n/k)~ E .})  
\Xl(n/k)]  
We consider the empirical measure as a candidate for the estimator of q~. Due to (1.9) 
we intend to propose, 
1 ~x{( -~ i (~) ,  i (~)) :  i (~)vY i ( -k )  1, ~.( ' ) :=  ~ 
i=1 
n 9~ n arctan (Yi (~) /  i (~) )  E'} 
as the estimator for ~(.). But note that the definition of Xi(n/k) and Yi(n/k) and hence 
the expression of ~n consist of unknown ormalizing constants a l (n/k), a2(n/k), b l (n/k), 
b2(n/k) and unknown extreme value indices 7l and 72- Therefore we replace them by 
their estimators. 
Suppose gtj(n/k), bj(n/k),~j are any estimators of aj(n/k),bj(n/k), 7j ( J=  1,2) re- 
spectively satisfying, 
\Xl(n/k)] 
(1.9) 
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Then we define 
i n n ~ 2 .  
i--1 
~. n 
arc tan(~(k) /  i (~) )E '}  (1.11) 
We propose this empirical measure ~, as our estimator for the angular measure q~. 
Note that, unfortunately, ~n is much harder to deal with than ~,, since for each n 
the (~(n/k), ~(n/k)) are dependent (in i), whereas the (f[~(n/k), Yi(n/k)) are indepen- 
dent (in i). 
In Section 2 we prove the weak consistency of ~n as an estimator of 4~; in Section 3 
we establish asymptotic normality of ~,. An application is presented in Section 4. 
When proving the asymptotic normality of ~,, we use some specific estimators 
of al(.), a2(.), bl(.), b2('), ~land 72, satisfying (1.10) and (2.2) below, studied by 
Dekkers et al. (1989). Let us denote the order statistics by, X(1,~)~X(2,~)~< ..- <~X~,,,, ) 
and Y(1,,)~< Y(2,n)~< ' "  <~ Y(,,n). We define the estimators as follows: 
Define functions, ?= t A 0 and 
1 2 
pl(t)  1 - t; p2(t) = (1 - t)(1 - 2t')' 
and for r = 1,2 
1 k-1  
Mr(X) := ~ Z {logX(,_i,,) - logX(n_k,n)} r.
i=0 
Now we define estimators as 
1 (  MI (X)2)  -1 
~1 :=MI (X)+ 1 - ~ 1 M2(X) ' 
bl(n/k) := X(n_k,n), 
31 (n/k ) :=  X(n-k,n) v/3M1 (X)2 _ M2(X). 
V/3(pl(~l ))2 _ P2(7, ) 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
~2, /52 and h2 are defined in the same way by replacing X with Y. 
Now consider the distribution function generated by the spectral measure el), i.e., 
q~([0,0]). Without any ambiguity we shall denote it by q~(0). In Section 3 we show, 
under a suitable 2nd order strengthening of (1.1) along with a related growth condition 
on k = k(n) and a differentiability assumption on 4), that 
V~{$n(O)  -- 4(0)} 
converges in D[0, n/2] to a limit Gaussian random process provided 7t,72>0. To 
prove this, we use weak convergence of empirical processes indexed by sets forming 
a Vapnik-Cervonenkis (VC) class. A brief discussion about VC classes is presented 
in the Appendix, see also, e.g., Dudley (1987). 
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In Sections 2 and 3, we often use the following two empirical measures for 
conven ience :  
vn(') := ~ n 
i=l 
1 ~-~ Z { (X / (k ) ,  Y,. (k ) )  E • } (1.16) ~,,(.):= ~ 
i--1 
Note that, ~n(') = vn o T-a((1, cxD) x .) and ~,(-) = Cn o T- l((1, cx~) x .). 
In Einmahl et al. (1993) an estimator for spectral measure has been studied under 
the restriction that all the marginals are the same and the common extreme value index 
is positive. Our estimator however is applicable ven for unequal marginals and for all 
extreme value indices. But the asymptotic normality could be proved only for positive 
extreme value indices. 
An alternative way of estimating the multivariate xtreme value distribution G has 
been suggested by de Haan and Resnick (1993). But it does not use explicitly the 
homogeneity property of G proved in de Haan and Resnick (1977). Therefore, the 
estimator of G itself is not an extreme value distribution. But our approach of estimating 
the multivariate xtreme value distribution G by estimating the spectral measure takes 
care of that property. 
Deheuvels and Tiago de Oliveira (1989) and Deheuvels (1991) have developed an 
estimation procedure when the sample itself comes from the extreme value distribu- 
tion G. Smith et al. (1990), Tawn (1988, 1990) considered multivariate xtreme value 
estimation in a parametric setup. 
The estimation of the multivariate xtreme value distribution G is a necessary step 
in the estimation procedure for the tail of a multivariate distribution and high quantiles. 
This writeup is in the two dimensional setting. The higher dimensional situation can 
be dealt with in a similar manner. However the details, already non-negligible in the 
two-dimensional case could be rather more involved. 
2. Consistency of ~n 
2.1. Weak cons&tency 
Here we are going to show that ~n defined in (1.11) is a consistent estimator of 
q~. We shall prove that ~n converges in probability to • in the vague topology on 
M+([0,~/2]), the space of non-negative Radon measures on [0, n/2]. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose (1.1) and (1.10) holds. Then in the vague topology on 
M+([0,~/2]) we have, 
~n ~ ~ (2.1) 
i J ' n+~,  k +oe and k /n~O.  
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Therefore for any 0 ¢ [0, ~/2], as n --+ oc, k ~ .oe and k/n --, O, 
4,.(o) ~ 4)(0) 
provided 4) puts no mass at the point O. 
Proof. We know from de Haan and Resnick (1993) that, in the vague topology on 
m+([0, 00]2\{(0, 0)}) 
^ P 
as n---~ o0,k---~ oc and k/n-~ O. 
Now we consider the function T " M+([0, o0]?\{(0,0)}) > M+((0, oc) x [0, rc/2]) 
defined by 
T/~ = #o T -1 
where T is as defined in (1.2). Note that T -1 is a continuous function. So if 
K C (0, oe)x  [0,~/2] is a compact set then T-1(K)  is a compact set in [0, o0]2\{(0, 0)}. 
So by Resnick (1987, Proposition 3.18, p. 148), we get that T is a continuous map in 
the vague topology. Thus we get that 
f~oT  I P T-1 ~VO 
But since ~,(')=~nO T I((I,o0)x .) and 4)(.)= v o T-l((l,oo)x .) we conclude 
that 
~, P~4~ 
in the vague topology of M+([0,~/2]). [] 
2.2. Strong consistency 
Now we shall show that under a mild condition on the sequence {k(n)} our estimator 
~n is a strongly consistent estimator of 4). 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (1.1) holds and if n --~ o0, kin ~ 0 and k/log n ~ o0 also holds'. 
Furthermore suppose that, al( ' ) ,  h2(.), bl( ') ,  b2('), "~1 and :;2 are any estimators of  
al( ' ) ,  a2(-), bl(.), b2(.), ~,;1 and ~2 res'pectively satisfying, 
as(n/k) ~.~. 1, 
aj(n/k) 
Then 
d)n a'~'~ 4~ 
in the vague topology. 
bj(n/k) - bj(n/k) a.s_~ O, ~j ~~ yj; j=  1,2. (2.2) 
aj(n/k ) 
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Proof. Using Proposition 2.3 of de Haan and Resnick (1993) we get that, under the 
given conditions, 
Yn a .s .  Y 
in the vague topology. The rest of the proof is same as that of Theorem 2.1. [] 
3. Asymptot ic  Normal i ty  of  ~ 
Now we want to discuss the asymptotic behavior of the process 
v~{4~,(0) - ~(0)). 
The following lemma involving empirical processes indexed by sets from a VC class 
(see Definition A.1 in the Appendix) is crucial for our main result. The proof of the 
lemma follows readily from Einmahl (1997). For completeness we will provide a short 
proof here. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P(1) ,P (2)  . . . .  be a sequence o f  probability measures on ~d and let 
{Xni: i = 1 . . . . .  n} be independent random vectors, each with law P(,). Let d be a 
VC class o f  measurable sets in ~a, satisfying the condition (SE)  in Gaenssler (1983, 
p. 108), such that there exists a BEd  so that AcB for  all ACd.  Furthermore 
suppose that there exists a finite measure I~ w i th / f iB )>0 and a sequence o f  positive 
numbers k = k(n) satisfying k ~ c~ and kin ~ 0 (n ~ ~)  such that 
n ~(A) sup ~P(n) (A) -  --+0 (3.1) 
AEd ~ 
where d '={A MA': A,A ~ c d} .  
Write P,(A) = (l/n) y]in=l z{X,i  EA} and wn(A) = (nix~k) (P,(A) - P(n)(A)). Then 
there exist ~n d = W,, n E ~ and WI~(A ), A E d ,  a bounded, uniformly continuous, zero 
mean Gaussian process with covariance structure 
Cov(W~(A1 ), Wu(A2)) = #(A1 NA2), 
with AI,A2 c d ,  such that as n --* oc, k --* oc and kin ~ O, 
sup I~n(A)- W~(A)I .... > 0. 
AE~ ¢ 
Proof. Set z = l~/#(B) and 27(n ) =P(n)/P(n)(B ). Then (3.1) yields 
sup ]~(n)(A) - ~(A)]---* 0. (3.2) 
AE~ t 
Set r, = nP(n)(B) and observe that rn/k, --* lffB) and hence r, ~ cx~ and ~ ~ 0. Using 
(3.2) it follows from Corollary 3.1 in Sheehy and Wellner (1992) in conjunction with 
Dudley (1987, p. 1310) that as mAn- - -~ 
O~n,m :-~- V/~(.Cn, m 7~(n)) d - ) B~ on d 
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where z~,,, is the empirical measure based on a random sample of size m from tin ) and 
B~ is a bounded, uniformly continuous (with respect o the pseudometric d defined by 
d(A 1, A2) = z(A1/~ A2)), zero mean Gaussian process with covariance structure 
cov(B~(Ai ),B~(A2)) = ~:(AI AA2 ) - r(A1 )v(A2). 
Now applying the Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura construction (see, e.g., Gaenssler, 1983, 
p. 82), we can find ~n,,~ ,t ~,,m and/t~ dB~ such that 
lim sup sup I~, ,m(A) - / ) , (A) I=0 a.s. (3,3) 
n---+oc ( l/2)rn ~<m ~<2r~ AE~ t 
Define R~=nPn(B) and observe that R~ is a Binomial(n,r~/n) random variable. 
Using the central limit theorem and again the Skorohod construction gives us Rn ~ R~ 
and a standard normal random variable Z such that as n ~ c,~ 
- -  ) Z. l/2 
Fn 
Moreover {~n,m} and {Z,} are independent and/~ and Z are independent. We have 
for A E ~ '  
n Rn - rn 
r~z(Pn(A) - P(n)(A)) = Rln/2 P,(A) - ~(n)(A) + -~z( ,~(A) .  
["B 
Now the following crucial observation readily follows 
t" \ " /~n " 1/2 
rn~2 (Pn - P(n))  = - ~ O~n,k. -~ ZnT(n ) =:  W n on  ,~ .  
Write for A E~¢, W~(A)=B~(A)+Z~(A). Then W~ is a Wiener process with 'time' 
~, i.e., W~ is as in the statement of the lemma with # replaced by ~. So we have 
sup ]w~(A)- W~(A)] 
AE.~ 
( /~n)  1/2 ( /~n)  1''2 sup 
~< ~-n A~,~sup I~n,~,(A) - /~(A)  I + ~-n - 1 AC~ ]/~(A)I 
+ ]Z,] sup [~(,)(A) - ~(A)[ + ]Zn - Z] sup r(A). (3.4) 
AEJ  AE,~ ¢
Now we show that the right-hand side of  (3.4) converges to zero almost surely as 
n ---+ oo. The first term can be dealt with using Rn/rn -* 1, /~n --+ cx~ a.s. and (3.3). For 
the second term we use k,/rn --~ 1 a.s. and the almost sure boundedness of/}3 on ,~'. 
The third term vanishes since Z, -~ Z a.s. and (3.2); the fourth term tends to zero a.s. 
since Z, ~ Z a.s. and supA E ,~¢ ~(A) = v(B). So we have from (3.4) 
sup ]w~(A) - W~(A)[ -~  0. (3.5) 
AE,~ ¢
Defining ~ = (r,/k~)l/2w~ and Wu = (/~(B)) 1/2 WT, on ~¢, in combination with (3.5) 
completes the proof. [] 
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Before going to discuss asymptotic normality we would like to introduce certain 
conventions for expressing sets in a compact way. Suppose, x ,y  E E2 and a, b, r/E E2 
then, x<~y means Xl~<yl and x2<<.y2, [a ,b ]={xC~2:  a<~x<<.b}, ax=(alx l ,a2x2),  
a~ t. ?]1 q2 = ta 1 , a 2 ), x/a = (Xl ~a l, xz/a2) (for aj # 0), x + y = (Xl + Yl,X2 + Y2). Finally for a 
set S C ~2 and a, b, ~ C ~2, we define aS" + b = {ax~ + b : x C S}. Also for brevity of 
notation we denote 
Co = T - I ( (1 ,~)  x [0,0]) = {(x, y): x V y> 1, arctan(y/x)<.O}. 
Hence according to this notation ~n(0)= G(CO), ~(0)= G(CO) and ~(0)= v(CO). 
Now using the definitions of (Xi(~), Yi(~)) and G(~),G(~)) we get that 
, ~ n , C~- I  /~-b  
where 71, 72, hi, h2, bl and b2 are the estimators of 7a, 72, al, a2, bl and b2 respectively 
as defined in Eqs. (1.12)-(1.14). 
Therefore, 
(E l: ~n(0) = fin(C0) = fn 1 + 7 (3.6) 
Next we consider the following class of sets in [0, cx~] 2
l , } N:= • + OC[O, rc/2],eEN~_,~,~EN 2 . (3.7) i/ 
We prove in the appendix that N forms a VC class. 
However we need to restrict our N so that the class ~ = {[1 +?S]I/~: S E N} should 
not contain any element for which the v-measure is infinite. Hence we consider the 
class 
~, = {so  ~: I1 + ~s] '/~ c [0, e~]2\[0, !]2} 08)  2 " 
Being a sub-class of f#, f¢. is also a VC class. 
Now the combination of Lemmas 3.1, A.3 and A.9 gives us the following propo- 
sition. Condition (SE) of Gaenssler (1983) follows by taking only rational values for 
the parameters in (3.7). 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose v is the exponential measure of  the simple extreme value 
distribution Go and ~n is as defined in the (1.15). Suppose ~,  is the class o f  sets in 
[0, cx~] 2 as defined in (3.8). Also assume that 
sup np  n 
sc~' k ( (~  (~),Yi (k ) )E [1  +•S] ' / ' ) -v([1 +,S]  1/') --+0 (3.9) 
d ~ 
where ~9 ~ = {S NSq S,S' 6 ~.}. Then there exist vn = Vn, n E ~ so that 
sup ]x/~{Vn([1 + ] ;S ]  1/~) - EVn([1 + 8s]l/r)} - Wv([1 + ~s]l/r)l a.s. 0 
SEf# 
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as n--+ oo, k--+ oc and kin--+ 0 where W~. is a bounded, uniformly continuous, zero- 
mean Gaussian process with 
Cov(W~,(A1 ), Wv(A2)) = v(A1 U/A2). 
Next we define for every 0 E [0, r~/2] and ~ E ~2, Qr: ~2 x R 2 x R 2 × [0, r~/2] ~ [0, 1] 
Before we proceed to show the asymptotic normality of the estimator qS, we want 
to find the asymptotic behavior of the joint distribution of 
For this purpose we need in addition to (1.1) a 2nd order refinement which is as 
follows: there exists a positive function c(.) such that, 
t [ l - F (a , ( t )x"771-+b, ( t ) ,a2( t )Y~' i ,21+b2( t ) ) l -v ({ [O,x  ] x [0, y]}") = O(c(t)) 
(3.10) 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that (1.1), (3.9) and the 2nd order condition (3.10) hold 
for  the underlying distribution function F. Moreover, suppose that k -  k(n) is so that 
lim ",/kc (k )  = 0. 
n~oo 
Then in D[0, rc/2] × (~2)3, 
n d - ~ - -1 ,  ~ (W,,(C.) ,A,B,F)  ~/~ 4,n(.)-~Q~ ~,~- ,~, .  , 
where W~, is as in Proposition 3.2 and (A ,B ,F )  are expressed as functionals oJ" the 
process W,. 
A='W, . ( I )+( I -9 )2 (1 -29)  ( 3 P i 7  ~ 1-7 9 20- ) 
3(1 - 29) 3 + (1 - 9)(1 - 29) 2 - 4(1 - 9) 3 
(1 - 49)2(1  - 9 ) (1  - 29) 
B = W, , (1 ) ,  
V = {~ - 9 - 2(1 - 9 )2 (1  - 29)}P + 
(1  - -  9 )2 (1  - -  29)  2 
O, 2 
locally uniformly for (x, y )E  (0, co] 2, where c(t) is regularly varying and c(t)--~ O, as 
l -~OG. 
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where g= s A O, and if the jth component of W~ is W~j ( j  = 1,2) then the jth component 
of Pis 
~ oo ds 1 W~j(S)s'-g 1~ w j(1), 
and the jth component of Q is 
Wvj(s)S yj- 1 ds 1 2 
sl-  " ) " 
Proof. Using (3.6) and the Proposition 3.2 we get that for large n, 
0e[0,Tt/2] ~Qr a '  a ' 
- - ~ +  
3' 
~< sup Iv~{~,([1 + yS] l/r) - E~,([1 + yS]l/r)} - W~([1 + yS]l/r)] ~ 0 
SG~ 
as n --~ co, k ~ ~ and kin --* O. As W~ has uniformly continuous ample paths we have, 
sup v/k ~n(O)- kO'  a' ,~,0 - W~(Co) ~ O. 
0E [0, rt/2] a 
For the rest of the proof see the proof of Proposition 4.1 in de Haan and Resnick, 
(1993). [] 
Finally to prove the asymptotic normality of the estimator ~n along with conditions 
(1.1), (3.9) and (3.10) a stronger version of (3.10) is necessary. Thus we impose the 
following condition: 
~Q~,(~n, f ?ln, O)-v lq-]~ ~n "~0 +fin =0 (3 .11)  
for all sequences (~n, f , ,  ~)  = (1, 0, ~) + O(k -1/2) uniformly in 0 E [0, rt/2]. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose, 
(i) 71,72>0, 
(ii) q~ has a continuous derivative ~o, satisfying, 
lim 0 -r~+l ~o(0) = O, lim (n/2 - O) r'+l~o(rt/2 - O) = 0 
0-+0 0---*0 
for Y~, Y2 > 1. 
(iii) the conditions (3.9), (3.10) and the strong 2nd order condition (3.11) hold for 
the underlying distribution F. 
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Then for any sequence k = k(n)-~ oo (as n--~ oc) with k/n---, 0 and 
lim v~c (k )=0 n--+ cx3 
we have in D[0, ~/2], 
~{4'n(0)-- ~(0)} ~ W,(Co)+R(A,B,r,O) 
(3.12) 
where W~,, A, B and/" are as in Proposition 3.3 and R is a function defined as follows: 
R(A,B,F,O) 
{-i l (  1,71 )(Al +B1 +F1 )+ i2(cot 0, 72)A2 + i l(cot 0, 72)B2 
[ + ix(cot 0, 72)/"2 }sin 0 cos O~o(O)-B1 4}(0); 
= ~{il (1,72)(A2+B2+/"2)-&(tan 0, 71 )Al - i l  (tan 0, 71 )B1 
-i3(tan 0, ;~I)FI } sin 0 cos 0q~(0) 
~, -- 92{{I}(0 ) -- qb(rt/4)}-B1 q~(rt/4); 
where, Jor ~, > 0 
(f 0 E [0, rt/4], 
g 0 E (rt/4, rt/2], 
&(x, 7) =xT/( 1 +7); 
X ~ 
i2(x, 2 )=?  1 (1 - -  1+~2);  
i3(x, 7)=7 -2 7 ( l+ logx) - l+  
Remark 3.5. Condition (i) is needed only to get the limiting process R(A,B,F,O), 
whereas the condition (ii) of the theorem is not caused by the way of proving the 
result, but it is necessary to secure that R(A,B,F,O) is well defined and finite. Note 
that R(A,B,F,O)=O. 
Remark 3.6. We can see that W~.(Co) d= W~)(O), OC [0, n/2],  where W is a standard 
Wiener process. 
Before proving the main theorem we define some functions which are important for 
our purpose. Some properties of this functions have been studied in the Appendix. For 
r>0,  0 ~ [0, rt/2), ~1, ~2, t]l,r12,71, 72 >0,  fll,fl2 ~ ~, we define, 
h(oq,22,fll,f12, r/1,t/2[r, 0,71,72) /E { 2 { , } ,  tanO(,+~(T-- ))'"' 
1 +)'2 ~2 + f12 ; 
:= r/2 
if 0 E (o, x/2 ), 
I,O; if 0=0.  
(3.13) 
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We denote, 
h (gq,gt2,1)l-bl,1)2-b2,pl,~21r, O, 71,72 ) 
k al a2 al a2 
by hn(r, 0). Next we define, 
~((X1,0~2, ill, f12, t]l, t]2 [ r, 0, 71,72 ) := arctan (h(el, ~2, ill, f12, ?]1, t]2 ] r, 0, 71,72 )/r) 
and 
~,(r, 0) := arctan (/~,(r, O)/r). (3.14) 
Suppose q~ is the distribution function of the spectral measure and ~p is the density 
of q). Now we define for 71,72 > 0, 
gn(r, O):= V~{~(~n(r  , 0))  -- ~(0)}  
and 
{ ~o(0) sin 0 cos O[-J1 (r, 71 )A l + Jl (r tan 0, 72 )A2 
-J2(r, ?~ )B1 + J2(r tan 0, 72)B2-J3(r, T1 )/'1 
L(r,O):= +J3(rtanO, 72)F2]; if 0 C (0, 7t/2), 
0; if 0 = 0, 
where, for 7 > 0 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
and 
We denote 
h* ( gtl gt2 ~)1- bl D2 . b2 ) 
al'  a2' al ' a2 '~'72]r'0'7l '72 
by/~,n(r, 0) and 
~,,(r, 0):= arctan(r/h*n(r, 0)). (3.18) 
h,(0q, 0~2, ill, f12, g]l, 72 I r, 0, 71,72) = h(~2, gl, f12, ill, F]2, ~1 [ r, (re/2 -- 0), 72, 71 ) 
~* (~1, ~2, ill, f12, t/l,//2 I r, O, 71,72) := arctan (r/h,(oq, ~2, fib f12, rh, g]2 I r, O, 71,72))" 
Now for 0 E (0, rt/2] we define the function h,(cq, ~2, ill, f12, ?]1, g]2 Ir, 0, 71,72) in the 
following way 
1 __?,--7 
Jl(r, 7)= - - ,  J2(r, 7)=r-~, J3(r, 7)=7-2(71ogr- 1+r-V). (3.17) 
7 
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Now we define for 71,72 > 0, 
g,,(r, O):= "v/k{q~(~,n(r , 0)) - 4~(0)} (3.19) 
and 
L,(r ,O):={ 
(p( 0 ) sin 0 cos O[-Jl (r cot 0, 71 )A i +J1 (r, 72 )A 2 
- J2(r cot O, 71 )B1 + Jz(r, 72 )B2-J3(r cot 0, 7~ )F1 
+ J3(r, Tz )F2 ]; 
0; 
if 0 E (0,x/2), 
if 0 -- x/2, 
(3.20) 
where the Ji's are as in (3.17). 
For each n ~> 1, we define the set, 
Sn(O) := {r>Ol ~,(r,O)<. x/4 }. 
It can be easily shown that, S,(O)--{r >0 ] ~,,(r, 0)~<x/4}. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.4. 
(3.21) 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. First by invoking the Skorohod construction we can obtain a 
new probability space on which all the random elements of Proposition 3.3 are defined 
and where the weak convergence can be replaced by strong convergence. Thus we 
reduce the problem to an analytical problem. Without any ambiguity, we maintain the 
old notation for these new random elements. And also (1.10) becomes, 
4(~)  .... ,1 ,  ~ j (~) -b j (~)  ~s+ 0, ~ .... 
as n---* oc, k--+ oc and k/n---~ 0; j=  1,2. 
Now 
v:/{ 4~.(0) - +(0)} 
= (0) -  ~Qr ' a ' 
{(I I: 
=: (I) + (II) +( I I I ) .  
i +~ a ~ + 
From Proposition 3.3 we get that part (I) converges to W~(Co) in D[0,~z/2]. Part (1I) 
converges to 0 by (3.11). 
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Finally we shall consider part (III). We shall prove that 
06 [0, rc/4]sup . . . \ a  ~ -~(0)  J O) 
(3.22) 
A symmetry argument will give us then that (3.22) holds, with the supremum taken 
over [0, ~/2]. 
First we define for j = 1,2, 
f,j- bj ~/~' 
l]:= I+TJ aj 
For 0 C [0, ~/4] 
v ([,+, 1 + o o,} 
{v y> 1 tan o// 
[1+~,~ (x>,-~_~-~, 
// ] o, Cx,:-i ~,~,)],, ~tan0,x~y -~(0) 
[ l+~l& \ 7, 
-t-V~ V (x ,y)  ]l, [1_t_~1~(1,,_1\ ,, ['t~&)]l/f' <~tanO, x<y 
=v~ [v ({(x,y) x> il, arctan (Y) <~n(X,O),x >~y })--~(0)]  
+ x/k [v ({(x, y) x> ll, arctan (Y) <~,n(y,O),x<y })] 
=: (*) + (**), (3.23) 
where ~, and ~,, are defined as in (3.14) and (3.18) respectively. 
Recall that, T(x, y) = (x V y, arctan (y/x)). We have 
(*)= v~ [v ({(x,y) x> lI, arctan (Y) <~,(x,O), x>~y }) -  ~(0)] 
= x/k [v o T-l({(r, co)Jr> il, e)~n(r,O),o~<<.~/4}) - ~(0)] 
= v/k [v o T -1 ({(r, c))[r > ll, c)~< (~n(r, 0) A ~/4)}) -- ~(0)1 
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= ,/-k Iv o r-~({(r,o~)Ir>il ,  r~S.(O), ~<~.(r,  0)}) -  q~(0)] 
+ x/k[vo T-l({(r,(o) lr>l,, rGSCn(O), co~<rc/4})] 
I/ c ,-,°' ] =x/k[ (il,~)nso(o)j 0 r-2~°(°))dc°dr-,f .fo r-2q)(~o)dogdr 
f 
7I/'4 
r 2qo((o) d~ dr 
+ x/£/i,,ec)ns~(o) ,l O
=~/k[~,,oc)ns,,(o)r-2gn(r,O)dr]+{4)(4) -(1)(0)} 
\ a(h,~)ns~.(o) 
Now we shall deal with (**). Before that we define, 
1/~': 
~(0)  := 1 + Y2 ?2 a2 
We can show that, ~,n(r,O)<.arctan(rfil) f[" r>>-~(O). Also 
0 ~_ [0, rt/4]. So if r > 12 then ~,n(r, 0) ~< arctan(rfil ). 
( ** )  z 
note that, ~(0)~<i2 for 
159 
Iv x> l, arc,an x<y})] 
= x/k [v o T - l ({ ( r ,o ) ) I rco to )> i l ,  rt/4<oo<~.n(r,O)})] 
= x/k [v o T l({(r, co) I co < arctan(r/]l ), (~/4) < co ~< ~..(r, 0)})] 
= x/k [v o T -1 ({(r, ~o) [ r > lt, (7r/4) < co ~< (~.~(r, 0) A arctan(r/]l ))} )] 
- ~/;[v o r-~({(r, co)I i~ <r<.i~ V ~(0), (~/4)<co<<.arctan(r/il)})] 
+ x/k[v o T-l({(r, co)Ir>i~ v ~(0), (~/4)<~o<~..(r,O)})] 
arctan(r/It )
f f r 2 qo(co) dco dr 
= x/£ d(i,,i,v~(o))ns~(o) a~,,'4 
+ v~ / i  f&"(r'°) r- 2 ~o(e) ) dco dr 
t v~(o), oo )ns~( o) a ~/4 
=x/k/, r-2{@(arctan(r/1,))-Cb(4)}dr 
t, i~ v~(0)) n s~(o) 
+ V@/f,v((0),oc) ns~(0) r-2g*n(r' O) dr 
--{~(4)--q)(O)} (x/k/i,v~(o).~)ns~(o)r-2dr) " 
160 
Thus, 
(*)+(**) 
Note that, 
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P P 
= J(i,,oo) r-29"(r' O)dr + J(i,,oo)n s,~(o)r-219*"(r' O) - gn(r, 0)] dr 
- ~i,,i,v¢(o))ns~(o)r-29*,(r,O) dr + {q~ (4) -  ~(0)} 
+v~,,i,v:(o~,~s;(o r-~{e(aretan(r/i~))-e(4)} dr 
v~(1 - 1/ i~)4(0).  (3.24) 
L sup r-29n(r, O) dr - L(r, 0E [0, x/41 
+ sup / .  r -2 ]g.n(r, O) - gn(r, O)ldr 
o6[o,~t/4] d (l~, c~)nsg(o) 
+ sup [~ . ~ o r -2 [g.n(r,O)ldr 
OE [0, 7r/4J d(ll,llVI2)C3Sc(O) 
+ sup ~b(~]-q~(O) v/k f r -2dr  
OE [0, ~/4] \4 /  J([j, i~ v [2 ) n Sg(O) 
+ sup x /k~ r -2 c I ) (arc tan( r / i l ) ) -~(4)dr  
0E [0, x/4] ,, it V[2 ) n S~(O) 
+ sup Iv~(]-l/i,l-B,l~(O) 
0 E [o, x/4] 
=: (#1) + (#2) + (#3) + (#4) + (#5) + (#6). 
We shall show that each of these terms converges to 0 (a.s.). 
1 First consider (#1). By Lemma A.10(i) for r )~ as n--, 00, SUPoE[O,~/4][gn(r,O)-- 
L(r, 0)[ a.s. 0. By Lemma A. 10(ii) for large n and r ~> ½, suP0E[O,~/4] ]9,(r, 0)--L(r, 0)[ ~< 
R(A,B,F,O)={~ll°~r-2L(r,O)dr-B,4~(O),  if 0 E [0, ~], 
0o r_ZL. (r, 0) dr - B2 (~b(0) - q~( ~ )) - B1 4(~ ), if 0E(¼, ~ ). 
Also recall that ~(0)~< 12 if 0 E [0, n/4]. Hence from (3.24) and (3.23) we get, 
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Mr~(r -vl +r -;'~ + 1), where e>0 is arbitrary and M is a positive constant. So by 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem we get that as n---+ ~x~, 
J~/. cy°r-2(\0E[0'rc/41sup ,g,(r,O)-L(r,O),)dr .... ,0.  
Also 
) [__ r sup IL(r,O)l dr<-, [ 'V l r l  2Mr';(r-;~+r "2+1) a.s.O. 
di,/\ I \0C  [0, x/4] d[ l  A 1 
a.S .  So we obtained, (#1) --~ 0. 
Next we consider (#2). Note that, 
L L(,', o) - L , ( r ,  0)1 
<~Mqo(O)(r -> I(cot 0) -7' - 11 + r -7: I(cot 0)-:': - 11 + [log(tan 0)k) 
where M is a positive constant. So given e > 0, we can choose 6 > 0 so that whenever 
0 ,E (re/4 - 5, rc/4], 
max{l(cot 0) -r* - 1 l, ](cot 0)-'*'-' -- l I, I log(tan 0)1 } < c./M II~oi]. 
Therefore, 
sup [L(r,O)-L,(r,O)l <~;(r -> +r  -72 + 1). 
OE(r~/4--& ~/4] 
So, 
~c r 2 ( sup ]L . ( r ,O) -L ( r ,O) l  dr<, ; \~+7~l+2 . (3 .25)  
\0E(rc/4-6 ~/4] 
We fix such a 5 > 0. We have 
(#2)= sup / .  r-Zlg,,(r,O)-q,(r,O)ldr 
0E[0,rt/4] a ( l~, oc )nS~( O) 
~< sup / .  r-Zlg,,(r,O)-gn(r,O)ldr 
0E[0,~/4-~] ,l(fi,ac)NS~(O) 
+ sup / r -2 [g,n(r, 0) - g,(r, 0)1 dr. (3.26) 
0C(~/4--6, ~/4] J([~, cxa ) N S~(0) 
Now 
sup / .  r -2  Ig,,(r, O) - gn(r, O) I dr 
0E[0,~/4--6] J ( lh C~ )n sc( O) 
]{ / sup lsa{o) ( r )  r -2 sup [g . , ( r ,  0) - -  gn(r,  0)[ dr. 
L 0c{0,rc/4-61 0E[0, n/4--6] 
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First observe that suPoE[o,~/4_6] ls~(o)(r)= 1s~(~/4-6)(r) a's3 0. Furthermore, combining 
1 Lemma A.10(ii) and Lemma A.11(ii), we get that given 5>0 for large n and r>~,  
sup [9*n(r, O) - gn(r, 0)1 <Mr~(r -'1 + r -'2 + 1 ) 
0E[0,~/4--6] 
where M is certain positive constant. Thus applying Lebesgue's dominated converoence 
theorem we get that as n---* oo, 
sup lsg(o)(r) r -2 sup Ig,,(r. 0)-yn(r. 0)l dr a.s. 0. 
9G [0, ~/4-- 6] [. 06 [0, x/a-- 6] 
On the other hand 
[_ r -2 [g,n(r, O) - gn(r, 0)1 dr sup 
OG( n/4--& n/4] J ( [i , oo ) Cl S~( O) 
<<.[°°r-2 ( sup [9,n(r,O)-L,(r,O)[) dr 
J[I \06(~/4-6,~/4] 
+ [°°r -2  ( sup ]gn(r,O)-L(r,O),) dr 
J[1 \0E(~/4--6,~/4] 
-bfl °°r-2(\06 (r~/4sup-- 6, n/4] [L.(r,O)-L(r,O),)dr. 
The first two terms converge to 0 (a.s.) by applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence 
theorem and by (3.25) the third term is bounded by 
( 2,,+' 2,2+, ) 
\ y~-]-  + 7-7~i- + 2 • 
Hence from (3.26) for large n, 
( 27,+1 2 2+, ) 
(#2)<e \7-7~-1 + ~ +2 . 
Since 5>0 is arbitrary, letting gJ.O we get that, (#2) ~~~ 0. 
Since ]1,12 both converge (a.s.) to 0 
fi, vi~ 
(#3)= sup [ .  ~ ~ r-2lo,n(r,O)ldr<~L Mr~(r -'' - [ - r  -72 -[- l) a.s. 0. 
0E [0, r~/4] J (ll, Ii V12 ) f"l Sc(O) d[l 
(#4) can be dealt with in the same way as (#2) by choosing a 6>0 so that I~(0)-  
4~(x/4)1 <~. Then we can show that 
(4)  - alp(O) v/k J([[,',v[2)nsc(o)r -2 dr sup 06 [0, r~/4- 6] 
) 1 
<211~[[( sup 1S~(r~/4-a)(r)Iv@(~ ?1 12) -~0 (3.27) 
k, rE [[,, [I V-F2] V 
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because supre[~,~v/~ ] 1s~(n/4-a)(r) -~  0 and 114511 : sup0E[0,n/21 145(0)1 <oo. But on the 
other hand 
sup 45(4) -45(0)  x/~ S r-2dr<e(]Bl[+lB2]+l). (3.28) 
0E(n/4 6,'~,"4] (11, [] V12) 71S~(O) 
Combining (3.27) and (3.28) and letting e .L 0 we get that (#4) converges (a.s.) to 0. 
Now 
(#5)= sup v/kf~[ r -2 45(arctan(r/11))- 45(4  ) dr 
0G[0,n/4] I , [I V [z ) fq S~( O) 
~< 45( a rc tan( i 'V i2 ) ) -45(4) \  l, ] /  ,f~(l l l  1, vl:l )2~0.  
Finally observing the fact that v/k(l - l/l l) -~ B1 and since 45 is bounded we get 
that (#6) a.s. 0. 
Combining all these parts we get (3.22). [] 
4. Application 
Wave heights and measured sea levels have been monitored simultaneously atthe sta- 
tion Eierland in front of the Dutch sea coast during 828 storm events. An extreme value 
analysis has been carried out in view of assessing the failure probability of a nearby 
sea dike. We present he estimate of the spectral measure of the corresponding extreme 
value distribution. Twenty-seven extreme observations are used. The estimate of the 
spectral measure of the entire interval ~,(n/2) is 39/27. The estimator ~n(0)/4~,(~), 
0 ~ 0 <<,n/2, is displayed in Fig. 1, along with its constituent components: the values 
of arctan(~'i(n/k)/Xi(n/k)) for which Xi(n/k) V Yi(n/k) is larger than 1. Note that the 
running variable is 0/n. Some asymptotic dependence seems to be present. 
Appendix 
A. 1. Vapnik-Cervonenkis ( VC) class 
Definition A.I. Suppose S is a non-empty space. ~1 is a class of subsets of S. Vapnik- 
Cervonenkis (VC) class means that there exists a polynomial p such that from every 
set of N points in S, the class N picks out at most p(N) distinct subsets. For- 
mally, if {sl,s2 ..... SN}CS, then there are at most p(N) distinct sets of the form 
{sl,s2 ... . .  SN} AA with A E ,~'. 
Remark A.2. We say a class of subsets of S shatters S if it picks out all of the 2 x 
possible subsets for each collection of N points in S. Since polynomials (in N) increase 
much more slowly than 2 N, SO for large N a VC class must fail to shatter S. This also 
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Fig. 1, 
characterizes a VC class in the sense that, if the number of sets picked out by a VC 
class is always less than 2 N (N large), then it is bounded by a polynomial. 
For details and examples on VC classes one can see Dudley (1987). However in 
the following part we are going to show that certain special collections of  sets in E2 
and [0, oc] 2 form VC classes. 
Lemma A.3. Fix ],=(~1,V2)c I~ 2. l f  ~ is a VC class in ff~2 then, 
Y = {[1 + ~,S] u~ • S E CO} 
forms a VC class in [0, oc] 2. 
Proof. Since (# is a VC class, for all large N, it will fail to shatter any set of  N points. 
Fix such an N. We claim that ~ will also fail to shatter any set of  N points. 
Assume ~ picks out all of  the 2 s possible subsets for some set of  N points in 
[0,00] 2, {(xi, Yi): i=  1,2, . . . ,N}.  Since ~ picks out all of  the 2 s possible subsets of 
{(xi, yi): i=  1,2 . . . . .  N}, ff will pick out all of  the 2 N possible subsets of 
, --  : i= l ,2 , . . . ,N  . 
/ \ 71 72 
This contradicts the fact that f# will fail to shatter any set of  N points. [] 
Remark A.4. The above lemma is also true for ~a. 
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Next we define 
A(~c, ~l, c~2, ill, &,~1,//2):= {(x, Y) e~2"  ( l  +//2~-~-2 '~] 
( l _b / / l@)  l'/q' ~'<K ' 
where, ~c>~O, 0~1,0~2>0 , fll,fl2, //1,//2 ~ ~. Let 
A := {A(K, 3(l,~2, fll,fi2,//1,//2): I¢~0, &l,~2>0, fll,f12,//i,//2 ~ ~}. 
Define 
(A.1) 
Ao={AEA:~c=O} and A+={AEA: tc>O}.  
Lemma A.5. Ao is a VC class. 
Proofl For K = 0, 
A( K, ~l, O~2, fll, fl2, //1, //2 ) = { (x, y ) : y = ___ c~2 } + 132 , 
//2 
i.e., a straight line. So A0, being a class of straight lines, is a VC class. 
Next we shall show that A+ is a VC class. 
Proposition A.6. The following classes are VC classes: 
(i) Al=-{ACA+: //1<//2, / /1#0}, 
(ii) A2 ={A ffA+: //1 <//2, r/1 =0},  
(iii) A3={AEA+:  //1>//2, / /1#0}, 
(iv) A4={AEA+: //1>//2, / / l=0},  
(v) A5 = {A < A+: 0#//1 =//2}, 
(vi) A 6={A~A+:  0=//1 =//2}. 
Proof. Define the function f as follows: 
[Ntlz(l'X-fll~12/~llj~-//l~-ij -  ] 
+ fi2. f(xltc, ~1,0~2, ill, f12, //1, //2) "= ~2 //2 
For simplicity we shall just write f or f(x).  Hence for A ~A+ we can write 
A = {(x,y) E N2: y<~f(x)}. Note that, 
~2 ( X -- fll .~.2,",I,--I 
f ' (x )=- -~d 2 1+/ / , - - ]  >~0. (A.2) \ 
So f (x )  is a non-decreasing function of x, for all ~c>0, ~1,c~2 >0,  fibfl2, //1,//2 E R. 
(i) We shall show that A1 fails to shatter any set of 5 points. I f  possible Ai shatters 
any set of 5 points. We shall find a contradiction. 
Let, {(xi, yi): i=1  . . . .  ,5} be any set of 5 points with Xl~XZ~X3~X4~X5, i.e., 
Xi~Xi+l; i = 1,.. . ,4. 
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If Yio>/Yio+l for some i0, 1~<i0~ <4, then A1 will fail to pick the set {(xio,Yio)}. 
Because if for some x>0,  cq,c~2>0, /31,/32,711,712 C ~, 
Yio <~ f(Xio I K, ~1, C~2, ill,/32,711,712 ); 
then, due to the non-decreasing ature of f ,  
Yi0+l ~< Yio <~ f (xio I K, (Zl, ~2, /31, /32, ?11, ~2 ) ~ f (Xio+ l l K, ~1, 0~2, ill,/32,711,712 )"
Thus, (xio+l,Yio+l) is also included in the set. So Al cannot shatter this set of points. 
So we consider the case yi<~Yi+l; i= 1,...,4. 
If possible suppose A1 shatters the 5 points. So there exist x>0,  ~1,c~2 >0, /31,/32, 
?11, ?12 E ~ and 0 # r/1 <712, such that, A1 will pick out exactly the set {(xl, Yl ), (x3, Y3), 
(xs,Y5)}, i.e., Y2i-1 <~-f(x2i-lltC,(Xl,(X2,/31,f12,?11,?12) for i=  1,2,3 but Y2i>f(x2ilK, oq, 
(X2,/31,f12,?11,?12) for i-- 1,2. 
On the other hand, there exist ~>0, &l,Y2>0, /31,f12,711,O2E~ and 0#~/1<02, 
such that, A1 will pick out the set {(x2, y2), (x4, Y4)}, but not the set {(xl, yl ), (x3, Y3), 
(x5,ys)}, i.e., y2i-1 >f(x2i-l[ff.,~l,~Z,/31,/32,r'll,~'12) for i=  1,2,3 but yzi~f(x2ilt~,~l, 
~2,/~1,/~2,0i,~/2) for i=  1,2. 
We denote f('lK, Oq,O~2, fll,f12,?11,?12) by f l ( ' )  and f(.l~,~1,~2,/31,/32,~11,~'12) by f2('). 
So we have, for i=  1,2,3, fz(xzi-1)<yzi-1 <fl(x2i-1) but for i=  1,2, f2(x2i)>/yzi> 
fl (xzi). Thus for i = 1,2 
but 
f l  (X2i)  - -  f l  (X2i-- I ) f2(x2i)  - f2 (x2 i -1 )  < 
X2i -- X2i-- 1 X2i -- X2i-- 1 
f l  (X2 i+ I )  - -  f l (X2 i )  f2 (x2 i+ l  ) - -  f2 (x2 i )  
X2i+ 1 -- X2i X2i+ 1 -- X2i 
So for each i=  1,.. . ,4 there exists wi c (xi,xi+l) such that for i - -1,2 
f[(w2i-l)< fJ(w2i-1) but f[(wzi)> fJ(w2i). (A.3) 
From (A.2) it easily follows that f[(x)>f~(x) (respectively f[(x)<fJ(x)) iff l  + 
?11(x - fll)/~l >g(x) (respectively 1 + qa(X - fll)/oq >g(x)) where 
_ 
g(x)=K 1 -~-711"--~1 )
with 
(~2~I ~2 / '7'/('t2-'~' ) "r---- rh(~/2 - ~/1) and K= \~2~ 
~1(712 - r/1 ) 
@ 
Hence (A.3) implies that g(x) intersects the straight line 
X --  f l l  l+q l - -  cq 
at least 3 times. But one can easily show that g(x) is a convex or concave function 
(depending on z (z -  1)>0 or <0 respectively). Hence it cannot intersect a straight 
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line more than twice. Thus we have shown that Ai fails to shatter any set of 5 points 
and hence is a VC class. 
(ii) Here define the function f as follows: 
f(xl~c,~l,~>fll,fl2, t /1 , r /2) :=--K" ' -exp r/2 x-/~L -1  +f12. 
/'12 \ 0{1 
Then proceeding similarly as in part (i) we get the required proof. 
Similarly the proof follows for the classes defined in (iii) (vi). El 
Lemma A.7. A+ is a VC class. 
6 A .. Proof. Since A+ = [..Ji=l i and Ai is a VC class for each of i = 1, .,6, so is A+. 
Theorem A.8. A is a VC class. 
Proof. Since A = A0 tAA+, combining the Lemma A.7 and A.5 we get the required 
result. 
Lemma A.9. Consider the class of sets in R e, 
f C~o-1 o ~ } 
Then ~ is" a VC class. 
Proof. Observe that 
fg={(AUB)OC: AE~I ,  BE~2, CEA} 
where S l={{(x,y) :  x>/~}: /3ER} and 22 ={{(x, y): y>f i}:  //EN}. Note that E1 
and 22 are VC classes. Therefore, ff = {(A tAB) n C: A E El, B E E2, C E A} is a VC 
class. [] 
A.2. Some properties of gn(r, O) and g.n(r, O) 
Recall all the definitions of h, hn, ~n, 9n(r, 0), etc. defined in Eqs. (3.13)-(3.21). 
Note that h is a continuous function of each of the variables and 
h(1, 1,O,O, 71,721r, O,71,72)=rtanO. 
Since 
,ij .... 1, t ; j -b j  ~.~ o, 73 - -  ) ) 
aj aj 
a.s.> ~'J; j = 1,2 
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thus by the continuity of h we get that hn(r, O) 2~ rtan 0. Moreover for each n~> 1, 
hn(r, O) is an increasing function of 0, hence for any 0o E [0, =/2) and r > 0, 
sup "~- - Ih , ( r ,  0 ) - r tan0  [ a.s. 0. 
0 E [0, 0o] 
Therefore for any 0o E [0, re/2) and r >0, SUPo ~ [o, oo1 [~.(r, O) -  O[ 224 O. 
Lemma A.10. Take 7a,72>0. Suppose, (a) 4~ has a continuous density function ~o 
and (b) for 72 > 1, 
lim 0 -72+1 ~o(0)  = 0. 
0---~0 
Then for any Oo E [0, re/2), 
(i) for r>0 as n ~ oc, 
sup Ig.(r, O) - L(r, 0)l a.s. 0. 
0E[O,0o] 
(ii) 9iven e > O, for r >1 ½ there exists N >~ 1 such that if n >>- N, 
sup Ign(r,O)-L(r,O)l<-~Mr~(r -7' +r  -7~ + 1) 
0E[0,0o] 
where M is a positive constant. 
Proof. Fix 00 E [0, rt/2). Applying the multivariate mean-value theorem on 9.(r, O) we 
get that, 
j=l ~-1  ~ j+ - -  
where 
(~1, ~2,/~l,fi2, ~1, q2)=t  (a l ,  62 ,/~l - bl ,/~2 - b2,~1,~2' ~ + (1 t)(1, 1,0 ,0 ,71 ,72)  
J 
I 
~kal a2 al a 2 
with t E(0, 1). So, (~1,~2,/~1,/~2,f/1,~2) a.s. (1, 1,0,0,71,72). To make the expressions 
less cumbersome we denote 
h(~l, ~2, ill, f12,/I1, ~2 Ir, 0, Vl, v2) by hn(r, 0), 
~(~1, ~2,/~1,/~2, ql,q2 Jr, 0, 71,72) by ~,(r, 0), 
'1 ( ?'7' - 1 /~1)} 1/r~' { 1 + a-~ \ ~ byp.  
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Note that for each r >0, 
sup [h,(r, 0) - rtan0[ a.s. 0, (A.4) 
0E[0,0o] 
sup I~n(r, 0) - 0[ a.s. 0 (a.5) 
0 E [0, 0o t 
and 
a.s. p > r. (A.6) 
We shall first show that, 
sup I~(2 -1)  0~ 
0 6 [0, 0o] 
o{)] +~o(O)sinOcosOJL(r,>)Ali 
(~,,..., 02 ) l 
a.s .  0 ,  
(A.7) 
Now for 0=0,  0¢/3~1 =0 and for 0e(0 ,  x/2), 
~ _ r [(  ~221)(~n(r,O))l_?2(tanO)q2pO_O, (r> - I f i l ) ]  (A.8) 
(?~1 r 2 + hn(r, O) ~ 
Now from (A.5) ~n(r,O) ~ 0 uniformly on 0 E [0,0o]. Since ~o is continuous and 
hence bounded. So ~o (~n(r, 0)) a.s. q)(0) uniformly on 0 E [0, 0o]. Furthermore, 
Next we consider the various elements of t?~/&q (as written in (A.8)). Firstly by 
(A.4), h,(r, 0) a.s. rtan 0 uniformly on 0 E [0, 0o]. Therefore, 
F a.s. 1 
"-------+ - -  COS 2 0 
r 2 q- h2(r, 0) r 
uniformly on 0E [0,00]. Also by (A.6) we get p0~-0, ~s r>_.. ~ for each r>0.  Recall 
__ ~2 a.s. __ 1, f l l  a.s.  0. 
For the proof of (A.7) it is sufficient o verify the following claim. 
Claim. For each r > 0, 
q) o ~(r, O)(h~(r, 0)) 1 -;,2 (tan 0) 0~ ~ r 1 ~': qo(0) tan 0 
uniformly on 0 E [0, 00]. 
Case 1" 0<72< 1. Since 02 ~.s. 72 and 72>0 for large n we can assume 02>0. So 
we get (tan 0) 02 .... ~ (tan 0)": uniformly on 0 E [0,0o]. Also by (A.4) 
(]*~(r, 0)) 1-;': ~.s. (rtan 0) l "2 
uniformly on 0 E [0, 0o]. Hence the claim is true in this case. 
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Case 2:72- -0 .  This follows directly. 
Case 3: 72> 1. Here we still have, (tan0) '~2 a.s. (tan0)72 uniformly on 0E [0,0o]. 
Therefore it suffices to show that for each r > 0, 
/~  \1--72 a.s. 
q~ o ~,(r, O) [h,(r, 0)) ~ go(O)(r tan 0) 1-~2 
uniformly on 0 E [0, 0o]. 
Using assumption (b) for 72 > 1 we have limo-.o(tan 0) -72+1 ~o(0)= 0. Thus for each 
r >0,  given ~ >0, we can find a 6 >0, so that whenever 0 < 0 <26, 
0 ~< (tan 0) -72+1 ~o(0) < 2r 1_72 
i .e., 
(tan 0) -'/2+1 ~(0) < 2rlL72. (A.9) sup  
0E(0,26) 
Now by (A.5) we have for r>0,  suP0E[o, oo ] ~n(r,O) - 0 -SL 0 thus for large n, 
sup [~n(r, 0)[~< sup ]~,(r,O)-O]+ sup 0<26;  (a.s.). 
0E [0, 6] 0E [0, 6] 0E [0, 6] 
So from (A.9) for each r>0,  for large n, 
sup (tan~n(r,O))-72+1q~(~n(r,O))< e 
0E[o,26) 2rl-72 
i.e., 
sup (]-/n (r, -72+1 ~ 0)) go(~n(r, 0)) < ~. 
0E[0,26) z5 
So for large n (a.s.) 
sup I~p o ~n(r, O)(hn(r, 0)) 1-72 - q~(0)(r tan 0)1-72[ <e. 
0E[0,6) 
On the other hand, in the interval [6, 0o], for each r > 0, (h,(r, 0)) a-72 a.s. (r tan 0) 1-r2 
and ~o o ~n(r,O) a.s. ~0(0) uniformly. Hence for each r>0,  for large n (a.s.) 
sup ](~o ~,(r, O))(hn(r, 0)) 1-72 - ¢p(0)(r tan 0)1-721 <2e. 
0E[0,0o] 
Since e > 0, is arbitrary so letting e ~ 0, we prove the claim. 
Similarly computing other partial derivatives and getting the corresponding limits 
and combining them we get the required result. 
Similarly we can show part (ii). [] 
Lemma A.11. Take 7a,72 >0. Suppose, (a) • has a continuous density function q9 and 
(b) for 71 > 1, 
lim (2  _ 0) -7'+1 0~o ~o(0) = 0. 
Then for any 0o E (0, rt/2], 
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(i) ,['or r>0 as n ~ ec, 
sup Ig,n(r,O)-L,(r,O)l  a.s. 0. 
0C[0o,~/2] 
1 (ii) given e>O, for r>~ there exists N>~I such that if n>-N, 
sup Ig*n(r,O)-L,(r,O)t<~Mr~(r -'/~ +r -:~2 + 1) 
0E[0,00l 
where M is a positive constant. 
Proof. Same as the proof of Lemma A.10. [] 
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